LiteStone® is a high quality stone veneer, consisting of textured stones with the appearance and structure of natural stone, geared towards the DIY market. Since LiteStone® weighs only a fraction of the weight of natural stone and can be applied directly to many different surfaces, installation is a breeze. LiteStone® is manufactured mainly from recycled materials contributing to sustainable development for future generations. Developed by Koni Materials® solely for Lowe’s Home Improvement®, LiteStone® is available in stores on the West Coast and online nationwide.

**Colors shown are provided to demonstrate the colors & shades available. COLORS ARE ONLY APPROXIMATE**
The main advantage of LiteStone is that it's compatible with almost any wall surface material used for house construction. Surface materials like metal, wood, cement, brick, and gyprock can be conveniently decorated using stone veneer without any compatibility issue.

Natural stones are quite heavy, rendering them difficult to transport and install. LiteStone, on the other hand, is 75% lighter than conventional stone and easier to install. For people who wish to install veneer without professional help, LiteStone is the right choice as it provides ease of handling.

Another advantage associated with our product is the ease of maintenance. As manufactured stones are non-absorbent and non-porous, they do not require special cleaners and can be easily maintained using regular cleaners at home.

It is available in many shapes and colors leaving you with several options to choose from.

It is made of concrete which renders it durable and shock resistant. Changing weather conditions have no adverse effect on it, and its color does not fade away with exposure to different environmental conditions. Therefore, once you have installed the veneer, it is sure to last long without any problem.

About 90% of the production process which creates LiteStone is executed by hand, making sure that each stone is handled with care and quality checked before making its way to our customers.

Concrete’s ability to store energy (its thermal mass) helps moderate interior temperature conditions, reducing a building’s heating and cooling demands over its service life by up to 8%.
THE SPECS

1. SIZE (VARI)ES
   - Individual (flats): 2 in - 12 in x 2 in - 4 in x .5 in
   - Individual (corners): free length x 2 in - 4 in x .5 in
   - Per box (flats): 8 square feet
   - Per box (corners): 6 linear feet

2. WEIGHT (VARI)ES
   - Per box (flats): 45 lbs
   - Per box (corners): 31 lbs

3. INSTALLATION
   For the best results using Koni LiteStone, follow these instructions:
   1. Apply LiteStone adhesive to the back of the product
   2. Place Koni LiteStone on surface & hold in place until secure

4. COMPOSITION
   - Portland Cement
   - Mineral Aggregates
   - Iron Oxide Pigments
   - Concrete Additives
   - DOES NOT CONTAIN LEAD
THE PROJECTS

SHADOW GREY

As one of the most popular shades of LiteStone, Shadow Grey is used across the US for both interior and exterior applications. Coming in flats and corners, this product is perfect for any design you can imagine!
Modern design is all about clean lines, neutral colors, and natural materials. That’s where LiteStone comes into play. As one of the most realistic stone veneers, at a fraction of the cost, you can’t go wrong with this product.
Backsplashes, fireplaces, accent walls and more can all be installed in a simple and painless process using LiteStone. With the ability to add a unique touch to any design, this product will make your rooms eye-catching and unforgettable!
1. IS LITESTONE A PANEL?
No, LiteStone comes as loose pieces that vary in size. You can see a range of sizes on page 6.

2. WHAT TYPE OF ADHESIVE SHOULD I USE?
LiteStone has an adhesive specifically manufactured for this product. You can use LiteStone brand adhesive for interior applications and a Polyurethane-based construction adhesive for exteriors.

3. CAN I USE LITESTONE AS FLOORING?
No, LiteStone is a thin veneer and would risk becoming cracked or damaged if used as flooring.

4. CAN I MOUNT SHELVES OR FRAMES ON LITESTONE?
Yes, you can drill into LiteStone for whatever purpose using a drill bit made for concrete.

5. WHAT KIND OF SEALANT SHOULD I USE?
You can use any non film-forming, breathable sealant made for porous materials. Make sure to do a test patch on a spare piece as some sealants cause discoloration.

6. HOW DO I CUT LITESTONE?
You can cut LiteStone by using an electric saw with a diamond blade or an angle grinder with a masonry blade. We do NOT recommend using a wet saw as coloration will be affected by the water.

7. HOW DO I CLEAN THE PRODUCT?
Any masonry cleaner can be used to clean the surface of LiteStone. If you get adhesive on the product, make sure to clean it before it dries! If the adhesive dries on the product, you can use a mineral solvent to clean it off.

8. HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO GET MY PRODUCT?
LiteStone is available in Lowe’s stores along the East Coast and at Lowe’s online throughout the US. Once an order is received, it typically takes up to 5-7 business days to ship.